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Completing the Heads Fortifications 1885-1895 / John Blackbourn 
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‘ …. the trials have been attended by officers representing the director of artillery, as the 

ordering of the carriages for the 9.2 in. and 10.4 in. guns depended on them. These 

carriages will now be proceeded with, and the general adoption of the "disappearing" 

principle for heavy guns for home defences may be expected before long. I may add that at 

the War Office the action of the Victorian Government and Tasmanian Government in the 

practical solution of the question is fully recognised and much valued.’  

Report by Major-General Harding Steward. Elswick Works, Newcastle-on-Tyne, to Victorian Agent 

General, London. 19 May 1885 

‘ …. in nearly every case the works have been planned or remodelled by officers of the 

Royal Engineers, specially sent out by the War Office, or by engineers of worldwide 

reputation, like Sir William Drummond Jervois.  

The scheme of defence of Port Phillip, based on the recommendations of Sir William 

Jervois, has been consistently and ably carried out, and Melbourne, as soon as 

arrangements are completed for the outer minefield, will be one of the most perfectly 

protected ports of the empire.’  

Major General A. B. Tulloch.      Reply to Sir Andrew Clarke - The Age, 25 May 1892 

The seven year gap between the above quotations covers a definitive transformation in the 

defence of Port Phillip Heads. At the time of the 1885 Harding Steward report and the ‘Russian 

War Scare’ the still incomplete Jervois-Scratchley plans for a combined battery fortification and 

controlled submarine minefield defence of the Great Sands channels was hurriedly extemporised. 

A year earlier, on July 18, 1884, Jervois, passing through Melbourne on transit to his appointment 

as Governor of New Zealand, met with Sir Henry Loch and the Officers Commanding Victorian 

Forces.i Incomplete War Office investigations into the effectiveness of breech loading guns for 

both naval and land fortification use, had triggered a suspension of Australian Colonial ordnance 

orders, ‘… until the results of artillery and armour testing at Shoeburyness could be fully 

evaluated.’ The Melbourne meeting agreed upon the necessity of constructing a fort on a shoal to 

support a submarine minefield in South Channel, while two alternative plans for a cupola 

containing twin 10” guns at the partly completed annulus fort were examined. A sketch of this 

proposal was sent to the War Office fortifications branch for development.  It was also decided 

there were insufficient heavy guns available, with the meeting agreeing Jervois would cable Major-

General E. Harding Steward R.E. in England to investigate the possible purchase of 6”, 9“, and 10” 
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B.L. guns.ii This arrangement necessitated significant alterations to the barely completed gun 

batteries and re-examination of the electro-minefield locations. 

Jervois and Scratchley independently returned to the U.K. in late 1883; where the Carnarvon 

Royal Commission (1879-1882) had led to formation of an Imperial Defence Committee tasked 

with establishing a British network of defended ports and coaling stations. The use of breech-

loading ordnance in the development of multiple Imperial coaling stations by the W.O. 

Fortifications Department involved dispersal of large calibre gun emplacements, and extensive 

earthwork embankments to replace stone and armour-plate embrasures. As the Imperial 

government’s refused to provide funding for experiments on hydro-pneumatic gun carriages the 

W.O. persuaded Tasmania and Victoria to provide an Armstrong 6-inch H.P. gun and an 8-inch 

H.P. gun for testing prior to shipment to the respective colonies, and the shift to breech loading 

guns ran parallel with the development of torpedo minefields.   

At Port Phillip, three zones were considered to be essential to creating an adequate defence of the 

Great Sands Channels; South Channel, West Channel, and Queenscliff - Point Nepean. An 

observation station was constructed within Fort Queenscliff in 1885, and 1886 plans for the Engine 

house clearly indicate a ‘torpedo’ test room. While many historians recognize the significance of 

the South and West Channel locations, due to failed experiments within the deep water channel in 

1885, there has been an erroneous acceptance this negated the significance of the Queenscliff - 

Point Nepean defence zone. In reality the problem encountered in mining the deep water channel 

could be resolved by moving 2.5 km to the east, and establishing the third torpedo mine zone 

between Pope’s Eye Shoal and Observatory Point. The increase in the number of controlled 

torpedo mines located at Swan Island from 361 units (1892) to 447 (1896) clearly indicates an 

intent for a forward mine zone within range of the Fort Queenscliff and Fort Nepean batteries, 

although this was to remain a close secret. 

‘ ….. The proposed line of heavy ground mines, fired by observation, in the deep water between 

Queenscliff and Nepean, has been given up as quite impracticable. As, however, an advanced 

minefield is required to keep vessels as long as possible under the fire of these forts, it is 

proposed, as soon as funds will admit, to arrange a minefield between Pope’s Eye and 

Observatory Point. A test-room and some Q.F. guns at each of these places will be required to 

carry out this scheme.’iii 

“ …. The whole appliances were a profound secret, and the method of working them was known to 

only engineer officers. As regards the plans of the minefield, only two persons in the colony had 

ever seen them. This was highly necessary, as the whole use of mine defences would be lost were 

an enemy to obtain an accurate knowledge of where the mines were to be laid iv 
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Above: Battery And Minefield Plan Drawing - The Author 

 

Above: Distribution Victorian Naval Squadron – The Author 
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Above N.A.A. - Reference:  Item No. 4007930 

In 1892 Victoria’s military commandant, Major-General Tulloch, angrily responded to a letter sent 

by Sir Andrew Clarke; acting Australasian Agent-General, London; to the Victorian Government 

stating there had been a prolonged absence of consistent policy and stable defence planning, 

stemming from over-reliance upon ‘expert knowledge’ from ‘visiting’ military and naval officers. As 

Inspector General of Fortifications (1883-1886), Clarke had played a key role in promulgating the 

network of Imperial Coaling Stations protected by integrated defences. The expansion of harbour 

fortifications across the ‘breadth of Empire’ had continued apace under Major-General Lothian 

Nicholson (1886-1891).  

By 1884 three British manufacturers had successfully applied the Hydro-Pneumatic carriage 

principal to B.L. guns of 6-inch, 8-inch, 9.2-inch, and 10-inch calibres. They were Moncrieff’s 

Easton and Anderson Company, (E. & A.) Armstrong’s Elswick Ordnance company (E.O.C.) and 

the Woolwich Royal Carriage Department (R.C.D.). Each had put forward designs that were 

competitively tested before the Director of Artillery was willing to accept them for service use. Tests 

for the 10-inch B.L. took place at Landguard (E & A mounting) and at Shoeburyness (E.O.C. and 

R.C.D.). The 9.2-inch B.L. guns were tested at Grain. From 1885 to 1895, as production gradually 

met demand, guns of these calibres were disbursed to selected fortifications within the UK and 

Britain’s developing network of protected overseas coaling stations.  

Following withdrawal of Imperial troops in August 1870, the Royal Navy had retained responsibility 

for defence at sea, while individual self-governing colonies developed fortifications and militia 

forces ‘officered’ by Imperial appointments on 5-year rotation. By 1883 revised fortification 

concepts linked with emergent submarine mining defences fostered a demand for Royal Engineer 

Officers conversant with all of the new ordnance developments that could not be satisfied, and 

each colonial Public Works Department (PWD) sought individuals capable of draughting defence 
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engineering. In Victoria, John Blackbourn, C.E. was appointed Victorian assistant to Colonel Peter 

Scratchley in 1882, tasked with producing plans for completion of the Heads batteries. At the 

instigation of Scratchley; who had been Deputy Inspector General of Works, then Inspector 

General of Works, at Woolwich Arsenal (1864-1876); the Elswick Ordnance Company (EOC) 

would become principal provider of new ordnance to Port Phillip.  By 1885, most sites were near 

completion and hydro-pneumatic carriages were on order for the colony’s 80-pdr M.L. guns. Swan 

Island mine depot contained in excess of 400 electro-fired mines, with a nearby harbour for three 

Thornycroft torpedo boats with Whitehead torpedoes. This had been achieved through 

Blackbourn, Jervois, Scratchley, and five Imperial Officers seconded to command the various 

forces. Victoria’s defence advisor, Major-General Edward Harding Steward R.E. (1885-1891), was 

also acknowledge by Defence Minister Sir James Lorimer after the 1887 Colonial Conference, 

London: 

“I am certain we are working on the right lines, that everything is well designed, and that 

our armaments are of the most modern description. In fact they are in advance of anything I 

have seen in England, thanks to the counsel and assistance of General Harding Stewart, 

military advisor for the colonies.”  v 

Blackbourn had been employed as an assistant engineer by engineers Kelk & Laird during 1865-

1866, on the huge Millwall Dockland development located at the Isle of Dogs on the Thames 

River, and was resident engineer for the Limehouse Dock extension connecting Regent’s Canal to 

the Thames River (1866-1869). Both projects involved, hydraulic machinery, coffer dams, 

extensive excavation and construction of substantial dock walls interlaying brick bands and mass 

concrete.  

Crossing the Atlantic to the U.S.A. in 1871, Blackbourn gained employed as resident engineer for 

the Cairo-St. Louis Railway Company, Illinois, where he encountered extensive earthwork gun 

battery fortifications constructed on the Cairo levee banks at the junction of the Mississippi and 

Ohio Rivers by Union military engineers during the Civil War. In May 1872 Blackbourn departed St. 

Louis utilizing the transcontinental rail link to San Francisco, California, where he was employed 

by the Corps of U.S. Engineers at Fort Point under the direction of Commanding Officer, Colonel 

Charles Seaforth Stewart. Mostly involved in pile restoration at Fort Point pier, he also oversaw 

construction of a portion of the Eastern Heights Gun Battery where the work provided 

unsupervised access to fortification plans in the Engineers hut on Fort Point jetty. His dismissal of 

an Irish foreman and civil war veteran led to newspaper attacks on his refusal to take up U.S. 

citizenship. Blackbourn decided to take passage on a mail steamer to Australia and following his 

departure there were accusations in the U.S. Congress that he was a British spy. Obliged by 

Congress to present an official response, Colonel Seaforth Stewart reported this was unlikely, as 

Blackbourn had promised not to copy any plans and had always maintained he was the son of an 

English Gentleman! 
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Above: Employment Timeline – The Life & Times of John Blackbourn R.E. by Keith Quinton 

Following his arrival in Melbourne Blackbourn was employed as a P.W.D. Roads & Bridges 

engineer, producing plans for an iron bridge across the Yarra River at Johnston Street, 

Collingwood. This was followed by two years as resident engineer constructing a railroad line in 

South Australia, from Port Wakefield to Wallaroo. Why Blackbourn was selected as ‘Defence 

Surveyor' and assistant to Colonel Scratchley in April 1882 remains ambiguous.  

The first traceable plans bearing Blackbourn’s trademark initial ‘JB’ are a set of three contract 

drawings from the Point Nepean defences - dated: 1st August 1882; laying out the permanent 

concrete, brick, and earthwork battery of six M.L. 80-pdr’s, replacing the four gun temporary 

sandbag battery that had been hastily constructed in 1878 on the limestone crest at Point Nepean 

headland.  

Blackbourn was officially designated ‘Assistant Defence Engineer’ in 1885, and ‘Victorian Defence 

Engineer’ in 1890. For 18 years his P.W.D. department of three had produced the multiplicity of 

plans required by the Victoria Government for defence building contract purposes. At Australian 

Federation in 1901, he was appointed as the Commonwealth P.W.D. Inspector for Victoria. 
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Above: One of six Blackbourn plans of the 1882 Point Nepean battery. N.A.A. Item no. 
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